MEMORIES IN GRANITE

Preserving Memories Beyond Imagination!

Standard Flat Markers

All of our standard designs are available in single, companion and half ledger layouts

Additional Items Available:
Photographs
Custom Artwork
Hand Tooling
Signatures
Polished stone edges

Each of our granites has its own unique color, character and structure. Mother nature has made sure that no two stones are exactly alike, much like a fingerprint, cast permanently in polished stone.

For more colors and designs visit: dealers.monuments.com
Inspirational words and symbols bring comfort for generations to come. Each granite memorial can be as individual as the person for whom it was made.

Included with each design:
- Your choice of any of our standard flat marker colors
- Any one of our standard designs and/or graphics
- Unlimited lettering
- Any standard letter styles
- Emailed full-color drawing for approval